[Accuracy evaluation of multi-satellite precipitation products over Circum-Bohai-Sea Region.]
Precipitation is a key variable of the global energy and water cycle. The accuracy of precipitation data is essential for monitoring and forecasting flood and drought, as well as water resources management. Based on daily precipitation data of 55 meteorological stations over Circum-Bohai-Sea region during 1998-2014, the accuracy was evaluated and compared among 3 satellite-based precipitation products, i.e., TRMM 3B42 V7, CMORPH, and PERSIANN from daily to monthly scale. Their errors were quantified for different seasons. Results showed that generally, TRMM 3B42 V7 had the best performance while PERSIANN had the largest error. However, CMORPH had the highest detection rate of rainfall events. The rainfall was slightly overestimated by 3B42 V7 but underestimated by CMORPH and PERSIANN. Seasonally, the skill score in summer was higher than that in other seasons, and the capturing capability was much lower in winter. Meanwhile, the correlation coefficient and root mean square error varied with seasons. The performance of 3 satellite-based precipitation products increased from the daily to monthly scale. Larger errors still existed in the daily rainfall estimates, and especially the rainstorm was seriously underestimated. This study provided a basis for the use of satellite precipitation products in precipitation estimation and its application in climate and hydrological simulation over Circum-Bohai-Sea region.